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CLIENT 
PetroLegacy Energy

INDUSTRY 
Oil & Gas Exploration & Production

PRODUCTS/SERVICES USED 
ENGAGE E-ticketing and accompanying 
driver mobile app

ESG CHALLENGES
Limited visibility into oilfield service  
company vendor emissions and waste

Poor communication across systems

No means of data validation meant  
reliance on inaccurate estimates

SOLUTION 
Adoption of ENGAGE’s E-ticketing to record 
and validate data for reporting Scope 3 
emissions and waste goals

RESULTS 
Direct measurement of validated 
miles-driven and waste tracking across 
multiple service types and service providers

Forecasting capabilities for future  
Scope 3 improvements

Validated, accurate Scope 3 data on  
indirect emissions

PetroLegacy Energy is an independent oil and gas operator focused 
on developing its core asset base in the Midland Basin region of the 
Permian Basin of West Texas. To support its Environmental, Social 
and Governance (ESG) initiatives, the company needed an efficient 
and more accurate way to capture Scope 3 emissions data across 
its operational footprint. By partnering with ENGAGE, the company 
gained access to verifiable, real-time tracking of service company 
field operations data. The ENGAGE E-ticketing solution enabled 
PetroLegacy to replace manual calculations and estimates with 
actual measurements of vendor miles driven. 

Vendors Without Visibility
PetroLegacy was committed to reporting Scope 3 emissions, which 
quantify the indirect greenhouse gas emissions that occur both 
upstream and downstream in a company’s value chain. The company, 
however, struggled to efficiently and accurately capture the number 
of miles driven and the quantities of produced water disposed by 
its water haulers, key metrics for evaluating the environmental 
performance component of ESG. 

PetroLegacy and its service company partners lacked an efficient, 
accurate and systematic way to capture and report key data, including 
the actual number of miles driven by each service provider. They also 
lacked the ability to track the exact volumes of produced water hauled 
to each disposal site. 

As a result, PetroLegacy could not easily measure Scope 3 emissions 
or understand the variability among contractors and between service 
types. So, the company turned to estimation, calculating Scope 3 
emissions manually based on various assumptions, including the 
volume of work and average distance traveled. But this approach was 
labor intensive and time consuming, and the results were imprecise. 
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PetroLegacy’s leaders needed to find a new solution that provided visibility into vendors’ 
mileage and processes, so they could collect reliable data and gain deeper insights into 
their operations. The solution needed to be efficient, accurate, and auditable.

Tracking Miles and Water Disposal Volumes Accurately  
with E-ticketing

Having successfully partnered with ENGAGE to optimize its well chemical treatment program in 2020, PetroLegacy turned 
to ENGAGE’s digital E-ticketing platform to easily quantify third-party disposal volumes. In the future, it becomes feasible to 
improve Scope 3 emissions tracking using that same data set.

E-ticketing provides a digital view into service company operations that was previously uncaptured or paper-based. 

ESG Benefits:
Direct measurement and calculation of near real-time, validated field operations data

Built-in GPS tracking and geofencing makes it easy to track miles driven and makes it easy to  
track and report on miles driven

Mobile application made it easy and simple for service provider drivers to report volumes and destinations

ESG Results:
Direct measurement of actual miles driven, miles per job, miles per barrel, 
and more, by service provider and service type

Automated reports for instant access to actual data, providing new insights

Elimination of time and effort previously dedicated to building estimates 
and manual calculations

Fast, reliable, and accurate reporting of Scope 3 emissions

Improved ability to analyze operations, forecast service company needs, 
and achieve operational efficiencies

“Measure or guess, 
which sounds like more 

work to you?” 

—Jason Churchill, CEO
PetroLegacy Energy

“Being able to accurately 
capture our vendor data is a 
big deal when you consider 
how time consuming ESG 

report and audit processes 
have become.”

—Jason Churchill, CEO
PetroLegacy Energy
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Simple, Reliable ESG Reporting with E-ticketing 

The ENGAGE E-ticketing solution provides PetroLegacy with validated data that delivers 
several important benefits: 

Reliable data for accurately forecasting emissions and waste

Ability to identify operational efficiencies, including reduction of short hauls and 
reduced windshield time

Improved ability to invest the right amount into carbon offsets to achieve target 
Net-Zero goals, and avoid over or under-buying

Increased potential to identify opportunities for reducing actual Scope 3 emissions

Improves and maintains a positive corporate reputation with communities, regulators, and key stakeholders, 
including the investment community and potential strategic partners

Schedule a Consultation
To find out how your organization can accurately track emissions, get more efficient waste loads, and reduce miles  
for better ESG compliance, call (720) 575-6695 or email Sales@engage-m.com.

Produced Water 
Hauled by Month  
per Disposal Site

Total Miles 
Driven by Month  

per Vendor

E-ticketing also provides full visibility into the volume of water hauled to each waste disposal site. Using this data, 
PetroLegacy can compare sites and accurately track and report on waste month over month. This improved reporting 
capability helps the company target areas for improvement.

“Digitizing the field 
transaction is way more 

impactful than just 
‘eliminating paper.’ Digital 

ticketing consistently 
delivers simplicity and 

visibility.”

—Jason Churchill, CEO
PetroLegacy Energy
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